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Makes the leno selvage yarn twine on the weft

yarn for each pick to strengthen the selvage

texture to prevent the selvage from unfastening

upon weft cutting.

■ Device outline

　

No. Part
 

name No. Part
 

name

1 Wheel
 

gear 6 Yarn
 

guide

2 Bobbin 7 Counter
 

gear

3 Bobbin
 

shaft
 

stopper 8 Sun
 

gear

4 Tensor
 

arm
 

lever 9 Planetary
 

gear

5 Bobbin
 

holder 10 Ratchet
 

wheel
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The leno motion timing is determined by the

closed-shed timing, when the two yarn guides 6 of

the leno bobbin holders 5 meet in a straight line.

The LH Ieno timing is 70 deg. earlier than the

warp closed-shed timing, and the RH leno timing

is 30 deg. later than the warp closed-shed timing.

The standard leno motion timing of upper and

lower yarn alignment is as shown in the table

below.

Leno motion Crank angle

LH side of loom 280°

RH side of loom 20°

Adjust the LH leno timing after the end of LH

cutter cam mounting position adjustment.
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(1) Set the loom to the leno cloth angle.

(2) Loosen fixing bolt 2 for drive gear 1, and shift

 drive gear 1 toward the inner side of the loom

 to disengage from wheel gear 3.

(3) Align yarn guides 5 of two bobbin holders 4.

(4) Engage drive gear 1 with wheel gear 3 so as

 not to change the position of yarn guides 5.

(5) Tighten fixing bolt 2 of drive gear 1.

　

NOTE: Align the side faces of the wheel gear

 and drive gear.

Adjust the wheel gear and drive gear

 backlash to 0.1 to 0.2 mm.

In case of ester taffeta weaving,

 setting the timing to 300 to 330° may

 improve the selvage tightness.
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(1) Set the loom to the leno cloth angle.

(2) Loosen bolt 1.

　

■ Without leno cover

(3) Move RH drive gear 2 and bracket 3 and 4 to

 set the clearance between the selvage yarn and

 ground yarn to 10 mm, and tighten bolt 1.

■ With leno cover

(3) Move drive gear 2 and bracket 3 and 4 to set

 the clearance between leno cover 5 and ground

 yarn to 1 to 2 mm, and tighten bolt 1.

Without leno cover

[2]
　

Left-to-right
 

Position
 

Adjustment

　　

With leno cover
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Install leno bobbin 1 wound with the CC yarn

on bobbin holder 2 as follows:

(1) Turn bobbin shaft stopper 3 for bobbin

 holder 2 clockwise to free from the stopper

 position.

(2) Pull out bobbin shaft 4.

(3) Take out one empty leno bobbin 1.

(4) Match Gear portion 5 of leno bobbin 1

 wound with the CC yarn with the pawl of

 tensor arm lever 6, and insert it in bobbin

 holder 2.

(5) Install bobbin shaft 4 from the side of

 bobbin shaft stopper 3.

Before inserting the bobbin shaft, apply oil

 or grease thinly to the bobbin shaft as

 indicated by *.

(6) Insert bobbin shaft 4 fully until its

 hexagonal head fits into the hexagonal hole

 in the holder bush.

(7) Turn
 

bobbin
 

shaft
 

stopper
 3 counterclockwise,

 and fit the convex portion of bobbin shaft

 stopper 3 securely into the concave portion

 of the end face of bobbin shaft 4.

If the bobbin shaft is set improperly, it will

 come off and damage the bobbin holder.

 When replacing the leno-bobbin, use a

 proper safe step to avoid burden on the

 waist caused by unreasonable posture.

[3]
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[3.1]　Bobbin Installation
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■　How to thread leno yarn through leno

 bobbin holder

(1)　Pull tensor arm lever 1 out toward

 yarn guide 2, and lead out leno yarn 4

 wound around leno bobbin 3.

(2)　Pass leno yarn through the V-groove

 guide in crowd yarn guide 5.

(3)　Pass the yarn under the guide of

 tensor arm lever 1 and under the wire.

(4)　Thread the yarn through the yarn

 guide 2 hole.

(5)
　

Do
 

the
 

same
 

to
 

the
 

other
 

bobbin
 

holder.

　

　

・ The tension of the leno yarn released from

 the leno bobbin is adjusted by the setting

 length of the leno spring 2. This can be

 achieved by sliding the nut 1 along the long

 hole to change the dimension L. Lengthen

 the dimension L for a higher yarn tension,

 and shorten for a lower tension. Normally

 use the leno motion by setting the

 dimension L to 8 mm.

・ If the yarn tension is slack or the bobbin

 overruns, do not try to increase the spring

 tension by cutting the spring.

If overrun occurs, the bobbin latchet,

 bobbin bush and bobbin pin may be worn.

 Check them and replace with new parts.

Use genuine parts for replacement. Use of

 an imitation part may degrade the

 performance or shorten the service life.

[3.2]　How to Pass Yarn in Bobbin Holder

　　

[3.3]　Adjustment of Leno Yarn Tension
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(1) Eliminate the leno yarn tension.

(2) Rotate the loom with the hand wheel to

 bring bobbin holder 1 closest to feeler 2.

(3) Shift feeler bracket 5 or the mounting

 position of feeler 2 until the clearance

 between feeler 2 from magnet 4 in contact

 with tensor arm lever 3 becomes 2 to 3 mm,

 and fix the position.

(4) Apply tension to leno yarn and make sure

 that magnet 4 is not in contact with feeler

 2.

(1) Without threading through healds. thread

 the leno yarns through the reed together with

 the outmost warp ends on either side of the

 loom.

(2) Number of outermost drawn-in leno yarns

Warp ends + Two leno yarns

[3.4]　Stop Motion Feeler

　　

[4]
　

Passing
 

the
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・ The same kind and quality yarn as the

 ground yarn is generally used for the leno

 yarn.

・ The yarn of about a half fineness of the

 ground yarn will make a good selvage.

・ If a yarn of properties different from the

 ground yarn’s properties is used, it may cause

 a cloth defect such as different coloration or

 tight selvage at finishing or dyeing process.

・ The winding direction to the bobbin is as

 illustrated.

・ If the traversing is uneven on the bobbin

 winder, the yarn release becomes faulty,

 causing a trouble

・ Set the bobbin take-up tension to 0.1 to 0.15 g

 (per denier). Higher tension may damage the

 bobbin flange.

[5]
　

Leno
 

Yarn
 

Preparation
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